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BackgroundBackground
 ~1,000 petroleum storage tank sites undergoing ~1,000 petroleum storage tank sites undergoing 

investigation and/or remediationinvestigation and/or remediation
 ~78% are reimbursable, ~20% are State Lead, ~78% are reimbursable, ~20% are State Lead, 

~2% are not reimbursable~2% are not reimbursable
 Expensive cleanups with narrow focuses and Expensive cleanups with narrow focuses and 

large energy and material investmentslarge energy and material investments
 Often minimal risk of exposure due to limited Often minimal risk of exposure due to limited 

contaminant mass and/or receptorscontaminant mass and/or receptors
 Goals often achieved by moving contaminants Goals often achieved by moving contaminants 

from one medium to anotherfrom one medium to another



GSR GoalsGSR Goals

 Holistic consideration of community Holistic consideration of community 
interests, economic impacts, and the interests, economic impacts, and the 
environmentenvironment
 Maximize the net positive impacts Maximize the net positive impacts 

resulting from environmental remediation resulting from environmental remediation 
 Avoid the protection of one medium or Avoid the protection of one medium or 

receptor at the expense of anotherreceptor at the expense of another

GSR Overview



GSR Levels of EffortGSR Levels of Effort
 Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council 

(ITRC) and Sustainable Remediation Forum (ITRC) and Sustainable Remediation Forum 
(SURF) guidance documents outline a tiered (SURF) guidance documents outline a tiered 
approachapproach
 Level/Tier 1 Level/Tier 1 –– qualitative implementation of obviously qualitative implementation of obviously 

beneficial best management practices (BMPs)beneficial best management practices (BMPs)
 Level/Tier 2 Level/Tier 2 –– comparative and semicomparative and semi--quantitative quantitative 

BMP analyses, BMP weighting, and additional BMP analyses, BMP weighting, and additional 
stakeholder inputstakeholder input

 Level/Tier 3 Level/Tier 3 –– Life Cycle Assessments, footprint Life Cycle Assessments, footprint 
analyses, and heavy stakeholder involvementanalyses, and heavy stakeholder involvement
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GSR Metrics and BoundariesGSR Metrics and Boundaries
 SMARTSMART
 SpecificSpecific
 MeasurableMeasurable
 ActionableActionable
 RelevantRelevant
 TimelyTimely

 Boundaries must be initially determined for any Boundaries must be initially determined for any 
quantitative analysesquantitative analyses
 cradle to gravecradle to grave
 manufacturer to sitemanufacturer to site
 onsite considerations onlyonsite considerations only
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GSR ProcessGSR Process

 ITRCITRC’’s 5s 5--step processstep process
 involve stakeholdersinvolve stakeholders
 establish GSR goalsestablish GSR goals
 select metrics and GSR level of effortselect metrics and GSR level of effort
 update conceptual site model (CSM)update conceptual site model (CSM)
 document GSR effortsdocument GSR efforts

GSR Overview



Available GuidanceAvailable Guidance
ITRCITRC

A Practical Framework A Practical Framework and and State State 
of the Science and Practiceof the Science and Practice

EPA
cluin.org/greenremediation

SURF
sustainableremediation.org

GSR framework and metrics



OPS Implementation OPS Implementation -- First StepsFirst Steps

 Developed overall program goals and appropriate levels Developed overall program goals and appropriate levels 
of effortof effort
 queried other states through ASTSWMOqueried other states through ASTSWMO
 informally discussed strategy with stakeholdersinformally discussed strategy with stakeholders

 Participated in ITRC GSR guidance developmentParticipated in ITRC GSR guidance development
 Identified GSR core elements most relevant to petroleum Identified GSR core elements most relevant to petroleum 

remediationremediation
 Realized education and involvement of stakeholders and Realized education and involvement of stakeholders and 

practitioners were criticalpractitioners were critical
 established BMPs for each project phaseestablished BMPs for each project phase
 created website within Remediation Sectioncreated website within Remediation Section

OPS Implementation



OPS GSR WebsiteOPS GSR Website

colorado.gov/cdle/remediation/greencolorado.gov/cdle/remediation/green



GSR Core ElementsGSR Core Elements
 ApplicableApplicable
 minimize total minimize total energyenergy use and use and 

maximize use of renewable energymaximize use of renewable energy
 minimize minimize airair pollutants and pollutants and 

greenhouse gas emissionsgreenhouse gas emissions
 reduce, reuse, and recycle reduce, reuse, and recycle material material 

and wasteand waste
 Not ApplicableNot Applicable
 veryvery few remedies since ~2000 have involved pump few remedies since ~2000 have involved pump 

and treat or other technologies relying on heavy and treat or other technologies relying on heavy waterwater
usageusage

 very limited involvement in very limited involvement in land useland use decisionsdecisions

OPS Implementation



Best Management Practices (BMPs)Best Management Practices (BMPs)

 Environmental and economic BMPs are Environmental and economic BMPs are 
generally easier than social to identify and generally easier than social to identify and 
implement implement 
 Quick reference checklist for internal and Quick reference checklist for internal and 

external usesexternal uses
 Organized by project phaseOrganized by project phase
 Encouraged for review during the design of Encouraged for review during the design of 

major work scopesmajor work scopes
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BMP ChecklistBMP Checklist
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Utilize real-t ime measurement tools [Membrane Interface Probe (MIP), Electrical Resistivity Imaging (ERI), Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF), Cone Penetration Testing 
(CPT), mobile labs] for high resolution data collection for source area and plume del ineation.  These technologies can cost effectively identi fy contamination and aid in 
the development of a Conceptual Site Model (CSM).

Utilize direct push instead of auger drilling when technically feasible.

Collect data necessary for site specific risk assessment and/or remedial alternative evaluations [hydrogeologic parameters, Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA) 
parameters, bioremediat ion parameters,  In-situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO) parameters].
Utilize local subcontractors when appropriate.

Dispose of Investigation-Derived Waste (IDW) at the nearest permitted facility.

Ident ify reuse/recycling options for IDW.  This includes not only soil, asphalt, or concrete, but also used bailers, boxes, etc.

Use fate and transport modeling to help determine monitoring well placement if release characterist ics are known.

Develop a CSM for the project.   An accurate CSM supports project decisions about exposure to contaminants, site cleanup and monitoring.

Complete pilot  testing of considered remedial alternative.

Complete Life Cycle Analysis (to estimate the carbon footprint) of considered remedial approaches.

Ident ify cleanup goals, including milestones to evaluate the performance (i.e., update the CSM).  

Verify power requirement calculations and performance curves to ensure properly sized blowers, compressors,  etc. are being used.

Incorporate individual f low control to each system well for adjustments to improve eff iciency.

Cycle the mechanical system components to increase removal effic iency and decrease energy usage.

Review emissions calculations to evaluate the need for thermox or catox inclusion.  

Utilize carbon vessels or regenerative Optipore adsorbent for emissions capture.  Emissions capture should particularly be considered during the initial purge of vapors.

Utilize carbon emissions capture on mobile vacuum events (Enhanced Fluid Recovery (EFR), mobile air sparge/soil vapor extraction (AS/SVE)].

Utilize renewable energy when available.   Most of ten, this may be in the form of wind energy credits from the utility provider.

Consider stand alone renewable energy systems for electrical needs when power drops and electrical supply upgrades are cost ly and/or when feasible (i.e.,  solar 
sipper).
Develop a materials management plan.  Identify reuse/recycle opportunities (e.g., process concrete onsite for fill, reuse clean soil for fill or local reuse, avoid dry runs 
for hauling trucks)
Obtain the full specifications and serial numbers of all durable equipment (blowers, compressors,  product pumps, control panels, sheds, etc.) for entry into OPS's 
equipment inventory database for future reuse.

Utilize direct push instead of auger drilling when technically feasible.

Utilize local subcontractors when appropriate.

Implement materials management plan.  

Review the CSM and cleanup milestones following system startup and modify as necessary.

Review the CSM and cleanup milestones throughout system operat ion and maintenance (O&M).  Modify the system (remediation process opt imizat ion) as necessary 
and document decisions/analysis.  
Use telemetric system operation when feasible.

Assess surface seals and accessible piping joints to ensure efficiency on a quarterly basis.

Utilize local subcontractors when appropriate.

Conduct periodic measurements and interpretation of MNA parameters (Monitoring and Remediation Report Table 2 info) for ongoing assessment of biodegradation.

Review and modify the sampling plan on an annual basis during system O&M.  If  the plume is stable, are there point of compliance (POC) wells that could be sampled 
annually?  If a source area well is below contaminant standards but the system will operate for a few more years could it be moved to annual?
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BMPs BMPs -- AssessmentAssessment

 Conceptual Site Model (CSM) developmentConceptual Site Model (CSM) development
 RealReal--time measurement toolstime measurement tools
 Direct push instead of augerDirect push instead of auger
 Early collection of MNA/bioremediation Early collection of MNA/bioremediation 

parametersparameters
 Reuse/recycle IDW when feasible, dispose at Reuse/recycle IDW when feasible, dispose at 

nearest permitted facility if necessarynearest permitted facility if necessary
 F&T modeling for well placementF&T modeling for well placement

OPS Implementation



BMPs BMPs -- Remedy DesignRemedy Design

 Complete pilot (feasibility) testingComplete pilot (feasibility) testing
 Update the CSM with riskUpdate the CSM with risk--based cleanup goalsbased cleanup goals
 Verify power requirements for equipmentVerify power requirements for equipment
 Plan on system pulsing or cyclingPlan on system pulsing or cycling
 Verify anticipated emissions and consider vapor Verify anticipated emissions and consider vapor 

destruction or capturedestruction or capture
 Utilize renewable energy when appropriateUtilize renewable energy when appropriate
 Develop a materials management planDevelop a materials management plan

OPS Implementation



BMPs BMPs -- Construction, O&M, Construction, O&M, 
MonitoringMonitoring

 Collect equipment information for reuse databaseCollect equipment information for reuse database
 Utilize local subcontractorsUtilize local subcontractors
 Use telemetric system operation when possibleUse telemetric system operation when possible
 Assess surface seals and system piping junctions to Assess surface seals and system piping junctions to 

ensure ongoing efficiencyensure ongoing efficiency
 Perform remediation process optimizationPerform remediation process optimization
 Update CSM quarterly with new goals and Update CSM quarterly with new goals and 

timeframestimeframes
 Evaluate sampling plan for redundancyEvaluate sampling plan for redundancy

OPS Implementation



Conceptual Site Model (CSM)Conceptual Site Model (CSM)
 Shifting traditional monitoring report narratives to Shifting traditional monitoring report narratives to CSMsCSMs

 interpret and connect data that is too often isolatedinterpret and connect data that is too often isolated
 promote dynamic decision makingpromote dynamic decision making

 Incorporating several GSR considerations into the Incorporating several GSR considerations into the 
traditional CSM frameworktraditional CSM framework
 asphalt and concrete recycling facilities asphalt and concrete recycling facilities 
 potential uses for potential uses for ““cleanclean”” or minimallyor minimally--contaminated soilcontaminated soil
 nearby landfillsnearby landfills
 stakeholders, including owners of potentially impacted propertiestakeholders, including owners of potentially impacted propertiess

OPS Implementation



StateState--Led InvestigationsLed Investigations

 Sites with no viable RPs or RPs who are unable Sites with no viable RPs or RPs who are unable 
to provide capital and have low % reductionsto provide capital and have low % reductions
 OPS has eight contracted consulting companiesOPS has eight contracted consulting companies
 Provides additional flexibility Provides additional flexibility 
 Proving ground for new ideasProving ground for new ideas

OPS Implementation



Process vs. GoalProcess vs. Goal
 ProcessProcess--based implementation versus goalbased implementation versus goal--

based implementation, SURFbased implementation, SURF
 NFA drives goalNFA drives goal--based project management, a known based project management, a known 

outcome is desiredoutcome is desired
 goals and project structure are often inflexiblegoals and project structure are often inflexible
 existing cultureexisting culture

 GSR implementation is process basedGSR implementation is process based
 ultimate ultimate goal(sgoal(s) may remain unchanged, but how we ) may remain unchanged, but how we 

get there variesget there varies
 early efforts were focused primarily on educationearly efforts were focused primarily on education

Challenges



Process vs. Goal ExampleProcess vs. Goal Example

 Corrective Action Plan approval involves a Corrective Action Plan approval involves a 
known beginning and end (NFA) with a fixed known beginning and end (NFA) with a fixed 
plan for O&Mplan for O&M……goalgoal--basedbased
 ProcessProcess--basedbased project management would project management would 

include frequent evaluation of conditions, include frequent evaluation of conditions, 
remedy optimization, and updates to the CSMremedy optimization, and updates to the CSM
 This shift is not only part of GSR, but it also This shift is not only part of GSR, but it also 

likely leads to greater technical and economic likely leads to greater technical and economic 
efficiencyefficiency

Challenges



Perceived Cost of BMPsPerceived Cost of BMPs
 Though some BMPs may have higher initial Though some BMPs may have higher initial 

costs, if implemented as a whole, GSR has the costs, if implemented as a whole, GSR has the 
potential to greatly reduce overall costs and potential to greatly reduce overall costs and 
timeframestimeframes
 Triad approach during assessmentTriad approach during assessment
 MNA/ISCO/bioremediation parameters during MNA/ISCO/bioremediation parameters during 

assessmentassessment
 more frequent system optimization and CSM updatesmore frequent system optimization and CSM updates

 We hope to illustrate this with StateWe hope to illustrate this with State--Led Led 
investigationsinvestigations

Challenges



GreenwashingGreenwashing

 Casual implementation of a few BMPs may Casual implementation of a few BMPs may 
indeed be beneficial, but documentation is indeed be beneficial, but documentation is 
necessary if we are to improve the processnecessary if we are to improve the process
 A certification process would helpA certification process would help
 Until then, require documentation of the GSR Until then, require documentation of the GSR 

evaluation and decisionevaluation and decision--making processmaking process

Challenges



Sustainable, or Just Green?Sustainable, or Just Green?

 Limited Core ElementsLimited Core Elements
 we have very little involvement in future land usewe have very little involvement in future land use
 the vast majority of our sites are marketable, the vast majority of our sites are marketable, 

particularly following NFA, and are commonly not particularly following NFA, and are commonly not 
suited for community reusesuited for community reuse

 Most of our BMPs have included environmental Most of our BMPs have included environmental 
and economic considerationsand economic considerations
 social implications are more processsocial implications are more process--based and based and 

subjectivesubjective

Challenges



Working With OthersWorking With Others

 Other agenciesOther agencies’’ requirements often allow for the requirements often allow for the 
movement of contaminants from one media to movement of contaminants from one media to 
anotheranother
 vapor extraction remedies generally require limited vapor extraction remedies generally require limited 

permitting and feespermitting and fees
 storm water discharges can often greatly exceed our storm water discharges can often greatly exceed our 

groundwater remediation standardsgroundwater remediation standards

 This allows for easier goalThis allows for easier goal--based remediation, based remediation, 
but can hinder processbut can hinder process--based GSR decisionsbased GSR decisions

Challenges



ProgressProgress

 CSMsCSMs developeddeveloped
 RealReal--time assessment increasingtime assessment increasing
 Soil/cover disposal avoidedSoil/cover disposal avoided
 Blowers/compressors downsizedBlowers/compressors downsized
 Systems cycled/pulsedSystems cycled/pulsed
 Dropping unnecessary monitoring wellsDropping unnecessary monitoring wells
 Further developing riskFurther developing risk--based based 

assessment, remediation, and closureassessment, remediation, and closure

Progress and 
Future Work



Next Steps Next Steps -- EmissionsEmissions

 Evaluating our authority to require Evaluating our authority to require 
emissions destruction/capture when emissions destruction/capture when 
appropriateappropriate
 StateState--led investigations may be the first to led investigations may be the first to 

utilize stateutilize state--owned emissions equipmentowned emissions equipment

Progress and 
Future Work



Next Steps Next Steps -- Equipment ReuseEquipment Reuse

 Create a stateCreate a state--maintained database of durable maintained database of durable 
equipment (blowers, compressors, pumps, equipment (blowers, compressors, pumps, 
sheds, etc.)sheds, etc.)
 consultants would be required to provide equipment consultants would be required to provide equipment 

information and projected end of use datesinformation and projected end of use dates
 interest from private sector to store, refurbish, and interest from private sector to store, refurbish, and 

resell equipmentresell equipment
 challengeschallenges
 rebuild and storage costs could be too highrebuild and storage costs could be too high
 may require several years to build up a truly useful databasemay require several years to build up a truly useful database

Progress and 
Future Work



Next Steps Next Steps -- Recognition ProgramRecognition Program

 Web page dedicated to providing GSR site Web page dedicated to providing GSR site 
case studies and creative ideas from case studies and creative ideas from 
practitionerspractitioners
 examples of inexamples of in--state UST and AST state UST and AST 

remediation projects will educate and promote remediation projects will educate and promote 
creative thinkingcreative thinking
 initial BMP identification has prompted new initial BMP identification has prompted new 

ideas from consultantsideas from consultants
 highlight examples of processhighlight examples of process--based based 

implementationimplementation
Progress and 
Future Work



ConclusionConclusion
 Our implementation has been more Our implementation has been more ““greengreen”” than than 

““sustainablesustainable””
 easier to identify, implement, and measureeasier to identify, implement, and measure
 not often involved in property use, but should more not often involved in property use, but should more 

actively involve stakeholders (adjacent property actively involve stakeholders (adjacent property 
owners)owners)

 illustrates the challenge of processillustrates the challenge of process--based based 
implementation within the regulatory frameworkimplementation within the regulatory framework

 Educating stakeholders and practitioners is Educating stakeholders and practitioners is 
paramountparamount
 introducing the effortintroducing the effort
 processprocess-- vs. goalvs. goal--based implementationbased implementation
 how it fits into our funding mechanismshow it fits into our funding mechanisms



Questions?Questions?

zach.hope@state.co.uszach.hope@state.co.us
ops.gsr@state.co.usops.gsr@state.co.us

colorado.gov/cdle/remediation/greencolorado.gov/cdle/remediation/green


